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ALBIS, VICTOR SAMUEL. 1987. Las proporciones del solde los Pastos [The proportions of the Pastos 
sun]. Boletln de Matemrticas 21 (2-3), 110-134. Dynamic proportions in Colombian prehispanic art. 
ETHNOMATHEMATICS in CLASSROOM MATHEMATICS. (VA) #18.2.1 
ALBIS, VfCTOR SAMUEL. 1990. La divisi6n ritual de la circunferencia: Una hip6tesis fascinante. 
Matemrtica. Enset~anza Universitaria (Naeva Serie) l( l),  13-28. Preliminary statistical research shows 
that the cyclotomic divisions underlying some Colombian prehispanic circular designs eem to obey 
the same rules of constructibility with straightedge and compass. ART. ETHNOMATHEMATICS. (VA) 
#18.2.2 
ALBIS GONZALEZ, VfCTOR S. 1990. Anfilogos en Fq[X] de conjeturas famosas de la teorfa de los 
nfimeros [Analogues in Fq[X] of some famous conjectures in number theory]. Revista de laAcademia 
Colombiana de Ciencias Exactas, Fisicas y Naturales 17(66), 489-504. A historical overview of the 
conjectures of Goldbach, Fermat, Catalan, Riemann, Weil, Artin, Borevich, and Shafarevich in NUM- 
BER THEORY is presented in order to establish their analogues in the ring Fq[X]. There is also a 
discussion of the state of the art of these analogues. (VA) #18.2.3 
ARNOLD, V.I .  1990. Huygens and Barrow, Newton and Hooke: Pioneers in mathematical analysis 
and catastrophe theory from evolvents to quasicrystals. B sel/Boston/Berlin: Birkh~iuser. 118 pp. 
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Hates. Illustrations. Translated from the 1989 Russian edition by Eric J. F. Primrose. "Some of 
HUYGENS' and NEWTON'S ideas. . ,  were developed only recently. The author follows the link between 
their inception and the breakthroughs in contemporary mathematics and physics." ELLIPTICAL ORBITS. 
ABELIAN INTEGRALS. CELESTIAL MECHANICS. (ACL) #18.2.4 
ARTMANN, BENNO. 1990. Mathematical motifs on Greek coins. The Mathematical Intelligencer 
12(4), 43-50. An examination of how the diagrams on coins from ancient GREECE, all minted before 
Euclid, reflect mathematical dvances of that time. (DEZ) #18.2.5 
BENIS-SINACEUR, HOURYA. 1987. Lettres inrdites de Jean Cavaill~s ~ Albert Lautman. Lettre 
inrdite de Gaston Bachelard ~t Albert Lautman. [Unpublished letters from Jean Cavaill~s to Albert 
Lautman. Unpublished letter from Gaston Bachelard to Albert Lautman.] Revue d'Histoire des Sci- 
ences 40(1), 117-129. (KC) #18.2.6 
BENIS-SINACEUR, HOURYA. 1987. Structure t concept dans l'rpistrmologie mathrmatique d Jean 
Cavaill~s [Structure and concept in Jean Cavaill~s' mathematical EPISTEMOLOGY]. Revue d'Histoire 
des Sciences 40(1), 5-30. Cavaill~s took the observation of mathematical ctivity to be a key to 
understanding rational activity in general. The author explains how Cavaill~s' description techniques 
reflect he characteristics of the mathematical advances of his time, especially those in Germany, where 
he spent some years. (KC) #18.2.7 
BERGMANN, WERNER. 1990. Noch einmal zu den Ausnahmeregeln der Gauss'schen Osterformel. 
Historia Mathematica 17(3), 256-258. On the exception rules for Gauss's formula for the date of Easter. 
C. F. GAUSS publicized an EASTER FORMULA in 1800 that was independent of the traditional cycles. 
Rules for determining exceptions were not accurately applied: Gauss himself had calculated one for 
1989 which should have been 1981. A computer program, CHRONOS, now does these calculations. 
(ACL) #18.2.8 
BETSCH, GERHARD. 1990. "Fleiss: fleissig, Betragen: still und sittsam": Diesterweg und seine 
Tiibinger Lehrer. Pp. 68-74 in Adolph Diesterweg: Wissen im Aufbrueh. Katalog zur Ausstellung z m 
200. Geburtstag. Weinheim: Deutscher Studien Verlag. ADOLPH DIESTERWEG and his teachers at 
Tfibingen. C. F. PFLEIDERER. J. G. F. BOHNENBERGER. (ACL) #18.2.9 
BRINKLE, LYDLE, AND GRIESACKER, PAUL. 1990. Euler's solution (or discoveries) in relation to 
the problem of the Krnigsberg bridges: The origin of the mathematics of TOPOLOGY. Journal of the 
Pennsylvania Academy of Science 64(2), 103-107. A commentary by a geographer and a physicist on 
EULER'S solution of the classical K6nigsberg bridges problem using a counting argument. A discussion 
of Euler's extensions of the problem and the emergence of GRAPH THEORY is given. (DEZ) 
#18.2.10 
BRISSONI, ARMANDO. 1990. Una carta inrdita de EVANGELISTA TORRICELLI [An unpublished letter 
of Evangelista Torricelli]. Arbor 135(532), 111-121. A Torricellian autograph ms (Lanrenziano-Rediano 
185 Le Selve Academiche de Antonio Nardi) containing several lemmata referring to the gravitation 
of a circular sector, which, as is well-known, represents an essential moment in Torricelli's work. (VA) 
#18.2.11 
CALDERrN, ALBERTO P. 1989. ALBERTO GONZ/~.LEZ DOM~NGUEZ: Discipulo y continuador de la 
obra de Julio Rey Pastor en Argentina [Alberto Gonzalez Dominguez: Disciple and continuator of the 
work of Julio Rey Pastor in Argentina]. LL ULL 12(22), 181-186. HISTORY OF ARGENTINE MATHEMAT- 
ICS, J. REY PASTOR. (VA) #18.2.12 
CAORSI, CARLOS E. 1989. El sistema C~ de Da Costa y el primer modelo freudiano de la mente. 
Papeles de Filosofia. Universidad de la Rept~blica. Montevideo, Uruguay, 6-11. Logical model of the 
mind. PSYCrIOLOOY. (VA) #18.2.13 
CAVAILL~S, JEAN, AND LAUTMAN, ALBERT. 1989. E1 pensamiento matem~ttico [Mathematical 
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thought]. Mathesis (M~xico) 5, 561-577. Spanish translation of La pensre mathrmatique, Bulletin de 
la Soci~t~ Math~matique de France 40 (1946), 1-17. (VA) #18.2.14 
CAVANILLAS, VICENTE M. DE. 1989. La matem~itica: Respuesta alpresente y futuro educativos[s]. 
Mathesis (M~xico) 5, 317-332. MATHEMATICS EDUCATION. (VA) #18.2.15 
CHEMLA, KARINE. 1990. DU parallrlisme ntre 6noncrs mathrmatiques. Analyse d'un formulaire 
rrdig6 en Chine au XIII e si~cle. [On the parallelism between mathematical statements. Analysis of a
formulary written in China in the 13th century.] Revue d'Histoire des Sciences 43(1), 57-80. Chinese 
writers make use of a classical way of writing which proceeds by parallel statements. The relevance 
of this literary practice for the analysis of a mathematical text is considered. (KC) #18.2.16 
CHEVALLEY, CATHERINE. 1987. ALBERT LAUTMAN et le souci logique [Albert Lautman and logical 
concern]. Revue d'Histoire des Sciences 40(1), 49-77. This paper stresses the peculiarity of the scientific 
situation with which Lautman was confronted; similar problems had arisen in mathematics and in 
physics. This was posing the problem of the unity of science. Lautman's "Platonism" is described, 
and the author analyzes how it meets with the problem of history in mathematics. Two appendices 
give Lautman's and HERBRAND'S bio-bibliographies. (KC) #18.2.17 
CIESIELSKI, KRZYSZTOF, AND POGODA, ZDZlSLAW. 1990. Janus Onyszkiewicz. The Mathematical 
lntelligencer 12(4), 40-42. Biographical comments on JANUS ONYSZKIEWICZ, who is known more for 
his role in the Solidarity movement than for his work in LOGIC and FOUNDATIONS. He is presently the 
Vice-Minister of National Defense in POLAND. PHOTOS. (DEZ) # 18.2.18 
COUTURAT, LOUIS. 1989. Hacia la logistica [Toward logistics]. Mathesis (M~xico) 5, 497-541. 
Spanish translation of Pour la logistique, Revue de M~taphysique et de Morale 14 (1906), 208-250. 
(VA) #18.2.19 
COWLES, MICHAEL. 1989. Statistics in psychology: An historicalperspective. Hillsdale, NJ: Law- 
rence Edbaum Associates. xvi + 218 pp. Hardbound, $36. A survey of the historical development of
classical statistical techniques found in basic texts on STATISTICS for PSYCHOLOGY, including discus- 
sions of the personalities and controversies surrounding these developments. [Adapted with permission 
from The American Mathematical Monthly 97(9) (1990), 873.] (RSK) #18.2.20 
DA SILVA, CL6VIS PEREIaA. 1990. A social history of the development of UNIVERSITY MATHEMAT- 
ICS in Brazil from 1810 to 1920. Historia Mathematica 17(3), 271. Brief note explaining a project o 
study the development ofmathematics in the universities in BRAZIL based on certain doctoral disserta- 
tions and other original sources. See also #17.4.45. (DEZ) #18.2.21 
DADI~, 7.ARKO. 1989. The contribution of KARL SCHERFER in spreading BogKoviCs scientific 
results. [In Croatian] Anali Zavoda za povijesne znanosti Jugoslavenske akademije znanosti i umjet- 
nosti 27, 113-121. From 1757 on Karl Scherfer applied Bo~kovir's results in optics, geometry, and 
astronomy and greatly contributed to the spread of Bo~kovir's results to mathematicians in the Austro- 
Hungarian monarchy: FRANZ WEISS and ANTUN RADIt~ in Trnava, IGNJAT MARTINOVI(~ in Lavov, 
JOHANN BAPTIST PACCASSI in Vienna. (IM) #18.2.22 
DAUBEN, JOSEPH W. 1990. Georg Cantor y el papa Le6n XIII: Las matem~iticas, la teologfa y el 
infinito [Georg Cantor and Pope Leo XIII: Mathematics, theology and infinity]. Mathesis (M~xico) 
6(1), 45-74. (VA) #18.2.23 
DfEz CALZADA, Josl~ A. 1989. La revuelta historicista en filosoffa de la ciencia [The historicist 
revolution in the philosophy of science]. Arbor 134(526), 69-96. SCIENCE PHILOSOPHY and HISTORY. 
CARNAP. POPPER. KUHN. FEYERABEND. LAKATOS. (VA) #18.2.24 
DUNHAM, WILLIAM. 1990. A historical gem from VITO VOLTERRA. Mathematics Magazine 63(4), 
234-237. A result about continuous functions, proved by Vito Volterra before Ren6 Baire, provides 
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an example whereby the history of mathematics omes alive in the contemporary classroom. REAL 
ANALYSIS. (DEZ) #18.2.25 
FARWELL, RUTH, AND KNEE, CHRISTOPHER. 1990. The missing link: Riemann's "Commentatio," 
differential geometry and tensor analysis. Historia Mathematica 17(3), 223-255. The authors support 
the argument that the importance of a paper on heat conduction by G. F. B. RIEMANN lies with TENSOR 
ANALYSIS and not with the accepted view that it lies with a new conception of space initiated in his 
Habilitationsvortrag in 1854. The authors hold that Riemann's GEOMETRY and tensor analysis devel- 
oped relatively independently, and both were ventually relevant o Einstein's theory of general 
relativity. An appendix contains the first translation of the paper into English. (DEZ) #18.2.26 
FESTINI, HEDA. 1989. Some characteristics of Bo~KovICs scientific methodology. [In Croatian] 
Pp. 1489-1493 in #18.2.67. Croatian version of the paper abstracted in #17.4.63. The construction of 
BogkoviE's theory as the RETRODUCTIVE PROCEDURE in comparison with C. S. PEIRCE'S interpretation 
of scientific discovery. The relationship between mathematics and experience. The probabilistic charac- 
ter of SCIENTIFIC THEORY. (IM) #18.2.27 
FLEGG, GRAHAM (Ed.) 1990. Numbers through the ages. Houndmills/Basingstoke/Hampshire: 
MacMillan Education. viii + 227 pp. Hardbound, $39.50; paperbound, $22.50. Based on material from 
an Open University course on the history of mathematics, the book takes a historical approach to 
NUMBERS. It covers counting systems and number words, written numbers, numerals, whole numbers, 
fractions, methods of calculation, and aids to calculation. The last chapter includes a history of the 
abacus, early CALCULATING MACHINES, and the evolution of modern electronic computers. (PP) 
#18.2.28 
FRANK, PHILIPP. 1989. Filosoffa de la ciencia (Parte l) [The PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE (Part 1)]. 
Mathesis (M~xico) 5, 57-124. (VA) #18.2.29 
FRANK, PHILIPP. 1989. Filosofia de la ciencia (Parte 2) [The PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE (Part 2)]. 
Mathesis (Mdxico) 5, 215-297. (VA) #18.2.30 
FRANK, PHILIPP. 1989. Filosoffa de la ciencia (Parte 3) [The PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE (Part 3)]. 
Mathesis (M~xico) 5, 395-468. (VA) # 18.2.31 
GARCIADIEGO, ALEJANDRO R. 1989. El estudio de la historia de las matemgtticas, las ciencias y la 
tecnologfa: Licenciatura y posgrado. Mathesis (Mdxico) 5, 125-178. A proposal for graduate and 
undergraduate CURRICULA in the history of mathematics, cience, and technology. (VA) #18.2.32 
GERDES, PAULUS. 1990. On mathematical e ements in the Tchokwe "Sona" tradition. For the 
Learning of Mathematics 10(1), 31-34. An outline of the mathematical component of the drawing 
tradition of the TCHOKWE, a people who inhabit northeastern A gola. The author demonstrates various 
types of algorithms developed for drawing the Tchokwe designs. AFRICA. (VJK) #18.2.33 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1990. From Fourier to fractals. Historia Mathematica 17(3), 263-267. 
Summaries of lectures presented at a meeting held September 13-16, 1989, to celebrate FRENCH 
MATHEMATICS from the Revolution to 1830 and to trace the development of FOURIER SERIES from 
their origin to the prehistory of FRACTALS, including their role in POINT SET TOPOLOGY. (DEZ) 
#18.2.34 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1990. Hacia una biografia de Georg Cantor [Toward a biography of 
Georg Cantor]. Annals of Science 27(4) (1971), 345-392. Mathesis (Mdxico) 6(1), 1-44. (VA) 
#18.2.35 
GRIESACKER, PAUL. See #18.2.10. 
HEINZMANN, GERHARD. 1987. La position de Cavaill~s darts le probl~me des fondements en ma- 
thEmatiques, et sa diffrrence avec celle de Lautman [Cavaill~s' position on the foundation problem in 
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mathematics, and its differences from Lautman's]. Revue d'Histoire des Sciences 40(1), 31-47. The 
paper describes how Cavaill~s' position on the foundational problem in mathematics tries to avoid the 
pitfalls of the formalist as well as of the intuitionist options. His dialectical formalism suggests that the 
progressive generation of formal objects is acompanied by a correlative modification of our intuition 
of them. (KC) #18.2.36 
HERBRAND, JACQUES. 1989. Las bases de la logfstica 
Mathesis (M~xico) 5, 543-555. Spanish translation of Les 
M~taphysique etde Morale 37 (1930), 243-255. HILBERT, 
hilbertiana [The basis of Hilbert's logic]. 
bases de la logigue hilbertienne, Revue de 
LOGIC. (VA) #18.2.37 
HESS, HEINZ-JORGEN. 1990. Review of Die gesammelten Werke der Mathematiker und Physiker 
der Familie Bernoulli. Historia Mathematiea 17(3), 279-283. This review covers volume 3 (mechanics) 
of Daniel Bernoulli: Die Werke and volume 2 (correspondence with Varignon) of Johann (I) Bernoulli: 
Der Briefwechsel. It gives a history of the BERNOULLI EDITION PROJECT and indicates what has been 
covered to date. The reviewer efers to academic meta-editorial studies and the pitfalls in attempting 
large editorial projects. He declares that although this edition is not ideal it has a more valuable 
combination of qualities: a high standard, usability, and expeditiousness. (ACL) #18.2.38 
HILBERT, DAVID. 1989. Pensamiento axiomfitico [Axiomatic thought]. Galileo (Montevideo), 2a. 
6poca, Nos. 1-2 (abril), 23-43. HILBERT. (VA) #18.2.39 
HOMANN, FREDERICK A. 1989. Boscovich's philosophy of mathematics. [In Croatian] Pp. 
1511-1524 in #18.2.67. The place of RUGJER BO~KOVI(~ in the ROMAN COLLEGE TRADITION OF 
MATHEMATICS. GEOMETRY as Bogkovi6's model of mathematics. Croatian version of the paper ab- 
stracted in #17.3.49. (IN) #18.2.40 
HORIUCHI, ANNICK. 1989. Sur un point de rupture entre les traditions chinoise et japonaise des 
math6matiques ]On a breaking point between the Japanese and Chinese traditions of mathematics]. 
Revue d'Histoire des Sciences 42(4), 375-390. The author compares CHINESE 13th-century ALGEBRA, 
which inspired JAPANESE mathematicians in the 17th century, with the kind of algebra the latter 
themselves developed. She depicts the characteristics of the mathematical tradition that was then 
emerging. (KC) #18.2.41 
HORMIG6N, MARIANO. 1989. NORBERTO CUESTA DUTARI. In Memoriam. LLULL 12(22), 186-190. 
SPANISH MATHEMATICS HISTORY. (VA) #18.2.42 
HOYRUP, JENS. 1987. Philosophy: Accident, epiphenomenon r synergetic ause of the changing 
trends of mathematics. A sketch of the development from the twelfth through the sixteenth century. 
[In Croatian] Godignjak za povijest filozofije (Zagreb) 5, 210-284. Croatian version of the paper 
abstracted in #15.2.43. INFLUENCE OF PHILOSOPHY ON MATHEMATICAL ACTIVITY 1100--1600. (IM) 
#18.2.43 
HOYRUP, JENS. 1990. D~namis, the Babylonians, and Theaetetus. Historia Mathematica 17(3), 
201-222. After an examination of the context and development of the term d~namis in various Greek 
authors, notably Plato and Euclid, a distinction is drawn between a "geometer's d~namis" and a 
"calculator's d~)namis." References to Babylonian works explain the apparent ambiguity between 
"square" and "square root" by identifying a square with its side. The author also considers the matter 
of primacy of one kind of d~namis over the other. (DEZ) #18.2.44 
HOYRUP, JENS. 1990. PLATONISM or ARCHIMEDISM; On the ideology and self-imposed model of 
Renaissance mathematicians (1400-1600). Roskilde: Institute of Communication Research, Educa- 
tional Research and Theory of Science. 30 pp. Paperbound. Bibliography pp. 28-30. The paper 
presented at the international course "Renaissance-Philosophie und neuzeitliches Denken III: Die 
klassischen I terpretationen im Lichte der modernen Forschung," held at the Inter-University Center 
of Postgraduate Studies in Dubrovnik, September 6-13, 1990. Tradition of Archimedism: LEONE 
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BATTISTA ALBERTI, LUCA PACIOLI, REGIOMONTANUS, LUCA VALERIO, PETRUS RAMUS, FRANt~OIS 
VI~TE, MARIN GETALDI(~. (IN) #18.2.45 
HUA, Loo-KENG, AND WANG, YUAN. 1989. Popularizing mathematical methods in the People's 
Republic of China: Some personal experiences. Mathematical Modeling Series. Vol. 1. Boston: Birk- 
h/iuser. 208 pp. A deceptively technical book which, in addition to precise mathematical discussions 
of modeling techniques, contains much insight into the peculiarly Chinese notion of "popularizing 
mathematics." Focusing on the post-revolutionary work of the 20th-century Chinese mathematician, 
HUA Loo-KENG, the book indicates the complex Party-supported interactions between the workers, 
the real-life mathematically solvable problems they encounter, and the mathematicians like Hua 
working side by side with them. Several examples are detailed in which workers independently arrived 
at an algorithm for use in a particular situation which was then proven correct by the mathematicians. 
(KVHP) # 18.2.46 
ISRAEL, GIORGIO. 1989. "Rigor" y "axiomfitica" en la matemfitica moderna ["Rigor" and "axiom- 
atics" in modern mathematics]. Galileo (Montevideo), 2a. 6poca, Nos. 1-2 (abril), 45-101. FOUNDA- 
TIONS. (VA) #18.2.47 
JAHNKE, THOMAS. 1990. Die Regel de Tri. Eine mathematische R ise mit Diesterweg. Pp. 210-216 
in Adolph Diesterweg: Wissen im Aufbruch. Katalog zur Ausstellung z m 200. Geburtstag. Weinheim: 
Deutscher Studied Verlag. 56 DM. The rule of three: A mathematical trip with ADOLPH DIESTERWEG. 
(ACL) #18.2.48 
JAMI, CATHERINE. 1989. Classification en math6matiques: La structure de l'Encyclop6die Yu Zhi 
Shu Li Jing Yun (1723) [Classification in mathematics: The structure of the Yu Zhi Shu Li Jing 
Yun Encyclopedia (1723)]. Revue d'Histoire des Sciences 42(4), 391-406. The author analyzes a 
mathematical ENCYCLOPEDIA compiled in China at the request of the Emperor at the beginning of the 
18th century. She stresses how a synthesis between the mathematical knowledge introduced by 
European Jesuits in China and the indigenous CHINESE tradition was brought into play there. (KC) 
#18.2.49 
KALB, KLAUS GERO. 1987. Zur Entwicklung der Kompaktheitsschlussweisen. R vista Colombiana 
de Matematicas 21, 107-134. Historical development of fundamental theorems in MATHEMATICAL 
ANALYSIS depending on compactness. BOLZANO. WEIERSTRASS. HEINE. CANTOR. SCHWARZ. E. 
BOREL. FRl~CHET. HAUSDORFF. ALEXANDROFF AND URYSOHN. (VA) #18.2.50 
KASTANIS, NIKOS. 1990. French revolution and mathematics. Historia Mathematica 17(3), 267. A 
list of the five presentations made t a three-evening meeting held November 8-10, 1989, in Thessalon- 
iki, Greece, on the theme "The reformative influence of the FRENCH REVOLUTION on mathematics 
and its GREEK echo." (DEZ) #18.2.51 
KNEE, CHRISTOPHER. See #18.2.26. 
KOTRUUEVI~, BEND. 1985. On trade and theperfect merchant. [In Croatian] Zagreb: Jugoslaven- 
ska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti, vi + 283 pp. Djela znanosti Hrvatske, svezak 1. Edited by Rikard 
Radi~evi~ and ~arko Mulja~i~. Introduction by Rikard Radi~evi~, pp. 1-116. Translation of Della 
mercatura et del mercante perfetto. Libri quattro di M. Benedetto Cotrugli Raugeo scritti gia piu di 
anni CX et hora dati in luce (Venice, 1573) into Croatian by Zarko Mulja~i~, pp. 117-231. Notes on 
errors in the first edition and index of Kotruljevi~'s sources by Zarko Mulja~i~, pp. 232-240. Conclusion: 
The priority controversy between BEND KOTRULJEVI(~ AND LUCA PACIOLI, pp. 241--254. Bibliography, 
archival appendices, and subject index, pp. 255-281. Kotruljevid's work, completed in 1458 and 
published in 1573 by Franc Petrie, includes a chapter on DOUBLE-ENTRY BOOKKEEPING, pp. 36v-38v. 
(IM) #18.2.52 
KOTZ, SAMUEL, AND SENETA, EUGENE. 1990. Lenin as a statistician: A non-Soviet view. Journal 
of the Royal Statistical Society (Series A) 153 (Part 1), 73-94. An examination of V. I. LENIN'S 
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background in, and influence on, STATISTICS. The authors conclude that many of Lenin's arguments 
were based on a statistical analysis that exhibited innate craftsmanship, that he used his analysis for 
political ends, and that he was instrumental in establishing official statistical organs in the USSR. 
Lenin's major influences are V. E. POSTNIKOV, P. N. SKVORTSOV, and F. A. SHCHERBINA. He seems 
to have exerted little influence himself on established Soviet statisticians. (DEZ) #18.2.53 
KRANTZ, STEVEN G. 1990. Mathematical necdotes. The Mathematicallntelligencer 12(4), 32-38. 
Anecdotes about STEFAN BERGMAN and his kernel; ABRAM S. BESICOVITCH and the Kakeya needle 
problem; KURT GODEL and the work of PAUL J. COHEN; SOLOMON LEFSCHETZ and the elevators at 
Princeton; and, de rigueur, NORBERT WIENER and his forgetfulness. (DEZ) #18.2.54 
LAGLER, WILFRIED. 1990. JOHANN HEINRICH MORITZ VON POPPE. Von der Mathematik zur Tech- 
nologie. Pp. 113-116 in Adolph Diesterweg : Wissen im Aufbruch. Katalog zur Ausstellung z m 200. 
Geburtstag. Weinheim: Deutscher Studien Verlag. 56 DM. (ACL) #18.2.55 
LAUTMAN, ALBERT. 1989. Matemfiticas y realidad [Mathematics and reality]. Mathesis (M~xico) 5, 
557-560. Spanish translation of Mathrmatiques et rralit6 from Actes du Congr~s International de 
Philosophie Scientifique, Paris, 1935. PHILOSOPHY. (VA) #18.2.56 
LAUTMAN, ALBERT. See #18.2.14. 
LI~RTORA MENDOZA, CELINA A. 1989. E1 "Ars inveniendi eclipsim solis et lunae" copiado por 
Roberto Grosseteste [The "Ars inveniendi eclipsim solis et lunae" as copied by Robert Grosseteste]. 
Mathesis (M~xico) 5, 371-394. Introductory study, transcription, and Spanish translation of ne of 
GROSSETESTE'S astronomical opuscules. (VA) #18.2.57 
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